
 
 
 
 

 
PIC 51: Despite having a similar glazing pattern, the brown windows are obviously hinged 

 
4.3.4 Glazing bars 
 
It is important that the size and profile of glazing bars are copied in replacement units as 
they are indicative of the age and status of the building. Attempts to double glaze 
traditional multi-paned window styles inevitably leads to much thicker bars and nearly 
always results in the use of chunky beading to hold the glass in place. Any effort to 
achieve anything like a traditional glazing bar profile results in a greatly reduced air gap in 
the glazing and consequently the thermal benefits are compromised. 
 
Dummy bars within double glazed units cannot compare with the play of light from an 
authentic window – they always look like what they are. Fake external bars can be used 
but tend to be vulnerable to damage during window cleaning.  
 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 
PIC 52: Fake glazing bars are unconvincing and this pattern is contrived 

 
The difficulty of producing a convincing multi-paned double glazed window is such that on 
an historic building it is generally best to stick to single glazing and look at other ways to 
save energy such as draught-stripping and secondary glazing. 
         
4.4 Fixtures and fittings 
 
The use of good iron or brass fittings will always add to the sense of character internally. 
Older windows often have simple iron hinges and Georgian examples can have H hinges. 
Historic iron stays were used to keep casements wide open and iron rods were sometimes 
incorporated for security. These artefacts would have been handmade to order by local 
craftsmen of the time and ought to be retained if at all possible.  
 
Timber shutters can be an effective way of saving energy and reducing noise 
transmission. Many heritage properties have shutters that could be restored to use quite 
easily. Historic external shutters are very rare in North Cornwall and the modern 
affectation of non-functioning ‘shutters’ as added features only serves to dilute local 
vernacular character. 
 
On the outside the attractiveness of traditional lintols and sills needs to be considered if 
they need renewal. Various photos in this document show the range of architraves that 
can frame historic windows; some are formed of timber, others from plaster. Architraves 
can be very simple but most have a moulded surface; such mouldings rely on light and 
shade to bring out their character so it is better that they are not painted in dark colours. 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 
4.5 Doors 
 
Doors are just as vulnerable to insensitive replacement as windows. The conservation 
principles summarized above can be applied equally to doors. Most traditional door types, 
whether plank or panel, allow for individual expression by painting and attractive 
ironmongery etc. Unfortunately many owners choose to express their individuality by 
replacing a serviceable vintage door with an off-the-peg unit in stained hardwood or PVCu.  
 

 
PIC 53: A door should reflect the age and status of an old building 

 
4.6 Shopfronts 
 
The survival of historic shopfronts is a reminder of how economic activity, shopping and 
employment patterns have changed over the years. Although many are now redundant the 
memory of these local shops needs to be retained – adaptation may not always be easy 
but it is seldom impossible. 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 
PIC 54: Change of use does not have to mean loss of an old shopfront 

 
In town centres redundancy is not such a concern, but there are significant issues that can 
have a profound impact on the character of the place:- 
 
• Retention of features – There are many historic shopfronts in North Cornwall that have 

had original features removed or obscured. Reinstatement or restoration of these can 
make a frontage more attractive to customers and boost business as well as allowing 
the building to be seen at its best. 

• Signage – There was a time when the emphasis was on quality, legibility and 
illustration of function. Somehow the approach to shop signage slipped towards 
achieving the cheapest, largest, brightest and most prolific advertisement. Clumsy box 
fascias and totally obscured windows draw attention in the wrong way and detract from 
neighbouring businesses. Illumination should only be considered for businesses that 
trade at all hours and then should be limited to that needed for identification. Creative 
design and the subtle use of local materials of distinctive quality are often more likely to 
attract passing custom than a large brash sign. 

• Design – New shopfronts and signage require planning permission and the Council will 
expect these elements to be competently designed to suit their context. Shopkeepers 
cannot go to a shopfitting contractor with a set budget and expect that approach to 
achieve an acceptable outcome. Whilst pastiche designs have their place, it is 
sometimes preferable for new shopfronts to have a contemporary flavour. If a suitable 
palette of quality materials is used and the basic principles of proportion and 
composition are followed then the result can be a satisfying addition to an historic 
location. 

 
 



 
 
 
 

• Blinds – Traditional awning type blinds are a useful and attractive feature of many old 
shopfronts. By comparison modern ‘Dutch’ blinds appear a strange introduction. These 
items are often introduced on frontages that have broken or redundant awnings and 
they frequently obscure original features and fail to relate to the entablature and design 
of the shopfront. 

 

 
PIC 55: This Dutch blind obscures historic detail while the authentic blind is redundant 

 
4.7 Joinery: A summary 
 
• Historic joinery items add character and quality to the town and ought to be retained 

and repaired if at all possible. 
• When replacement is necessary, this ought to be in exact replica. 
• Where joinery has been lost in the past and reinstatement is desirable, look at 

properties of a similar age and character in the vicinity for inspiration. 
• Design, mode of opening and colour of finish are the most important considerations on 

historic buildings – especially those with ‘group value’ 
 
5 Enclosure and spaces 
 
5.1 Historic background 
 
In the past enclosure was about demarcation, but it was often intended to keep out 
passing animals in the times of horse-based transport and when farm animals were 
routinely herded through towns and villages. Historic means of enclosure can, therefore, 
be one of the most tangible links with historic plot layouts and past ways of life in all 
settlements. 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 

The spaces generated by enclosure can be of considerable historic interest in their own 
right, especially where they have a strong association with a particular use, eg graveyards, 
gardens, farmyards, strip fields etc.  
 

 
PIC 56: Launceston Parade Ground has strong historical connections 

 
Quite often it is informal and residual spaces that are important. Village greens and town 
squares are the most obvious examples - enclosed by surrounding properties but very 
important in their own right. Smaller incidental spaces also add to the character of many 
places and it is often the contribution made by the owners of surrounding properties that 
makes them special. On the other hand thoughtless alterations, poor planting and lack of 
maintenance can profoundly impact upon the way a space is perceived. 
 
5.2 Gap sites 
 
Although the planning system rightly encourages the use of brownfield land and infill sites, 
there are gaps and spaces in many settlements which deserve protection from 
development. Sometimes this may be due to specific historical associations with religious 
groups and the like; in other cases it may simply be the contribution a green space or 
garden makes to the streetscene and the setting of historic buildings. The potential 
significance of any space must be fully considered if development proposals are made.  
 
The desirability of preserving or enhancing a conservation area is the fundamental 
judgement that must be applied where this designation applies. In many cases this will 
mean that a space is integral to the special character of the place and there should be a 
strong presumption in favour of protection. 
 
5.3 Informed conservation for enclosure and spaces 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 
If alterations to enclosure or development within a space is being considered it needs to be 
based on a proper understanding. How and why was a space enclosed and what activities 
went on there? What archaeological implications are there and if harm is likely, can that be 
avoided or ameliorated? The application of Informed Conservation in this context can 
involve the use of historic maps, archaeological investigation and the interpretation of 
physical features. 
 
If development is acceptable in principle; what form, scale, orientation and materials will 
best complement the locality? 
 
5.4 Types of enclosure 
 
All historic places are defined by a fairly limited range of materials for enclosure and 
distinctive local details are often a feature that reinforces a sense of place. The 
introduction of generic enclosure, such as close boarded fences, is often a visually jarring 
element. Even more damaging is the removal of enclosure that breaks up an harmonious 
streetscene and often results in hard surfaces with parked cars dominating attractive 
views. 
 
5.4.1 Walls 
 
Stone walls are by far the most common means of enclosure in the District – from truly 
ancient granite field boundaries to finely detailed work of the 18th and 19th centuries. 
Appearance varies considerably with age, location and function but the consistency of 
material gives a unity to settlements that can be easily taken for granted.  
 

 
PIC 57: Historic granite hedge with a hole for sheep to pass between fields 

 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 
PIC 58: Slate dry stone wall laid with a characteristic chevron pattern 

 
Dry stone banks with slate laid in vertical or chevron patterns are a distinctive feature of 
the area. Mortared rubble stone walls are more commonplace and usually have a simple 
coping, though decorative details and white spar (quartz) capping are common in some 
places. Some parishes have surviving walls of slate or even granite slabs set on end; 
these are a very distinctive but sadly endangered feature. 
 

 
PIC 59: The granite ‘tombstone’ slabs beyond the gatepost are edging a dung pit 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 
There are historic rendered walls and these are often found to be of cob construction. 
Once again though, these are interesting exceptions and ought not to be seen as 
justification for rendered block walls. 
 
5.4.2 Railings 
 
Whilst not abundant there is clear evidence that cast or wrought iron railings were 
historically a much more significant element of North Cornwall townscapes than today. 
Like so many places, a lot of ironwork was removed during wartime.  
 
There are some buildings and locations which would benefit considerably from the re-
introduction of railings. As well as being attractive items in their own right they also offer 
definition to the streetscene and can be a real enhancement to some types of property. 
The most common application is on properties with a minimal front garden or yard; in 
these locations they offer demarcation without visual weight and avoid shading windows or 
planting. 
 
Occasional variations on the theme add diversity and interest. 
 

 
PIC 60: An unusual cast iron post and chain enclosing a light well 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 
5.4.3 Planted hedgerows 
 
In the rural parts of the District and where property adjoins farmland, hedges are 
characteristic. A mixed deciduous planting of hawthorn, field maple, hazel, holly, beech 
and other indigenous species is most traditional. The species used does vary according to 
location though so a little research is needed to get it right. Within a few years such a 
hedge can be laid to form a dense and effective boundary that is a wildlife resource that 
can draw insects, birds and small mammals into gardens. 
 
Single species plantings of beech, yew, laurel or box may be appropriate in some more 
formal circumstances but are not a practical solution for most places and they demand 
more maintenance than a rustic mixed hedge.  
 
Modern coniferous hedges support little wildlife and can often be unattractive and not very 
neighbourly. 
 
5.4.4 Hurdles 
 
The traditional approach to fencing is making something of a comeback in recent years. 
Hazel hurdles would’ve been a familiar site in the past and can now be purchased in 
ready-made panels for quick and effective enclosure. Hazel and willow can also be bought 
bundled for the more enthusiastic person to weave their own fence. Care is needed with 
willow as it will root very readily and grow rapidly – above and below ground. 
 
As well as being made of more sustainable materials without chemical treatment and 
keeping an old craft alive, these fences are more permeable to wind making them less 
likely to blow over and allowing plants to establish more readily.  
 
5.5 Ancillary structures 
 
There are a wide range of outbuildings that add to the quality and character of the historic 
environment. Barns, coach houses, animal shelters, ash houses, privies and other 
structures all tell their own tale of historic patterns of activity and lifestyle. Nearly all of 
these buildings can be adapted to some form of contemporary use provided some 
imagination and flexibility is applied. Fixtures reflect age and function and it is very 
desirable that they be retained so creative thinking and imagination is needed when 
conversion or adaptation is planned. 
 

 
 




